INSPIRATION
at your door

SIMPSONDOOR.COM

®

welcome
There’s a reason why a welcome mat is placed at the foot of a door. A door is the warm
greeting as you enter the home. Conversely it is the welcoming promise of the world
beyond as you leave those walls behind. The closing of a door can bring comfort and
security. The opening leads to possibilities and wonder. As the first and last impression,
a door is not only representative of your creativity and style, but it’s something that
helps transport you to and from life’s events. Choose the right door and welcome
beauty, elegance, character, and of course, unparalleled quality to your life.
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HOW TO
ORDER

Six Steps to Your
Perfect Simpson Door
Life is about choices. Sometimes you have an exact
idea of the type of door you’re looking for, while
other times you know what door is right “when
you see it.” Simpson has many options to make
finding the right door simple and carefree.
Since you can get a Simpson door in any wood,
any glass or any style, the possibilities are endless.
That's why we've broken down the process into
six easy steps. In doing so, we can help keep your
decision making focused and your possibilities
infinite. Just imagine what you can create.

simpsondoor.com/howtoorder
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CHOOSE
A DESIGN

2 CHOOSE
YOUR SIZE

Here's where it all begins.
Complement your home
with popular styles like
Arts & Crafts, Colonial or
Contemporary; or browse
our extensive collections
like Nantucket®,
Mastermark® or Artist.

Our doors come in all
shapes and sizes. No
matter what you have
in mind, Simpson can
make your wood door
come to life. Select
your size up to 12 feet
tall, 6 feet wide and
2-1/4" thick.

1

A
3 CHOOSE
WOOD SPECIES
Simpson offers a broad
range of wood species,
each with its own
distinctive character.
Choose from traditional to
exotic, each meeting our
strict grading standards.

4 CHOOSE
YOUR GLASS
Whether you are
concerned about privacy
or just want to add a
contemporary touch to
your door design, we can
deliver the perfect piece
of glass that reflects
your vision.

AN
5 CHOOSE
UPGRADE
Sometimes an exterior door
needs additional protection
from the demanding
elements of Mother Nature.
Our Performance Series® is
a selection of heavy-duty
upgrades. Or choose the
Nantucket Collection, an all
wood door engineered for
the toughest exposures.

6 CHOOSE
A DEALER
Simpson Authorized
Dealers will provide
you with the additional
information you need
for your dream door.
To find one near you,
simply visit our website
and enter your zip/
postal code.
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UNLOCK MORE AT

SIMPSONDOOR.COM
This catalog provides a broad view of the various doors, options and design ideas available from Simpson Door Company. To explore the full
collection and interact even further, visit our extensive website. There you can open the door to a wide web of useful tools and information.
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Are you a homeowner who wants to see what a Simpson door will look like in your home before you buy
it? Or an architect or designer in need of a canvas for your next work? Our Doormagination tools can
help you conceive a custom work of art.

TEST DRIVE A DOOR
Having a hard time deciding which Simpson door is right for your home? Take our doors for a test
drive, on your home or one like it. simpsondoor.com/testdrive

WOOD SELECTOR
One of wood’s greatest appeals is the fact that no two pieces look exactly the same. You do not have to
settle with the "cookie cutter" feel offered by other building materials. Grain patterns and color vary, adding
texture, warmth and personality. simpsondoor.com/wood

GLASS TASTE TEST
Need help visualizing which type of glass gives you both the look and privacy level you desire? Try o
 ur
glass taste test and see what any door and glass combination will look like in your home.
simpsondoor.com/tastetest
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ANY WOOD
Select the wood species that fits you.
Choose from an array of species, from
traditional to exotic, each meeting our
strict grading standards.

#
PRIVACY RATING

ANY SIZE

You can let the world in, or you can choose
to be private. Our privacy rating will help
you select glass that works for you.

Our doors come in all shapes and
sizes. Select your size up to 12 feet
tall, 6 feet wide and 2-1/4” thick.
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LEARN MORE: SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS

GLASS OPTIONS
Let your glass reflect your life. We offer
a variety of textured and obscure glass
options to fit your personality.

ULTRABLOCK
TECHNOLOGY

WATERBARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

This patented process adds a
water-resistant composite block in the
bottom of the door stiles where water
infiltration can occur in a tough exposure.

Our patent-pending technology
combines a Medium Density Overlay with
PVC glazing beads and bars to create an
exterior that stops water in its tracks.

®

®
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CONCEPT CUSTOM
IDEA GALLERY
®

Open up to a new way to buy a door. Think
outside the frame, and personalize your door
to fit your unique style. Mix and match
different glass, wood and designs from
throughout this book, or draw up your own
ideas from scratch. To help unlock your
creativity, check out the following pages to
see what other homeowners have done.

FOR MORE TOOLS TO BUILD ON, VISIT:

simpsondoor.com/concept
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© Dunamis Interiors, Inc
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EXTERIOR
DOORS
As the first and last impression,
your door stands for your creativity
and style. Welcome beauty and
quality to your home with Simpson’s
comprehensive collection of
exterior doors.
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DOORS IN THIS SECTION ARE SHOWN IN DOUGLAS FIR
WITH TEAK STAIN UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
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NANTUCKET
COLLECTION

®

Nantucket Island is a place of great beauty
that withstands the harsh coastal weather
of the North Atlantic. That same resilient
charm is expressed in the Nantucket®
Collection by Simpson. Featuring a
10-year warranty, these doors combine
weather-resistant wood species with a
modified mortise-and-tenon construction
technique. The result is a door that will
retain its rugged beauty, regardless of what
nature sends its way.

VIEW ENTIRE NANTUCKET COLLECTION

simpsondoor.com/nantucket
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77860
Shown in Douglas fir with 77260 sidelights with flat panels and optional shaker sticking

BEAUTY AND
DURABILITY
Nicknamed “The Gray Lady” due to its regular foggy
conditions, Nantucket is known for being historic,
hardy and starkly beautiful. Windblown beaches and
weather-beaten shingles are a way of life on this blustery
island. This same spirit is reflected in our Nantucket®
Collection...doors built to stand up to the elements
while standing out, thanks to their classic design and
unsurpassed craftsmanship.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
• 10-year warranty on doors made from Douglas Fir,
Sapele Mahogany and Nootka Cypress
• No building overhang required

UNBEATABLE CONSTRUCTION
•
•
•
•

Mortise-and-tenon joinery with face-driven pins
Two-piece laminated stile-and-rail construction
Divided lite doors made with SDL construction
Design pressure ratings of DP50
Mortised Rail (available in Douglas Fir, Sapele
Mahogany or Nootka Cypress)
Mortised Stile (available in Douglas Fir,
Sapele Mahogany or Nootka Cypress)

77860 FP
Shown in Douglas fir with 77260 sidelight with flat panels,
optional shaker sticking and sea spray glass. Privacy Rating 5.

Tenon (always made
from Black Locust)
Face Pin (always made from Black Locust)
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WOOD SPECIES
You can choose from three wood species
options. Because the grain patterns and color
of natural wood will vary, your door will have a
one-of-a-kind texture, warmth and personality.
• Available in Douglas Fir, Sapele Mahogany
and Nootka Cypress
• Tenon and face pins always made
of Black Locust

77130 RP

Shown in Douglas fir

77144 RP

77132 FP

77664 FP

Shown in nootka cypress

Shown in sapele mahogany
with optional shaker sticking

Shown in Douglas fir with
optional shaker sticking

DOUGLAS FIR

ANY DOOR. ANY GLASS.

Shown with optional P-516 Glass

10-year warranty

SAPELE MAHOGANY
10-year warranty

77684 RP

77660 FP

77944 FP

Shown in nootka cypress with
77663 sidelight

Shown in sapele mahogany
with optional shaker sticking

Shown in nootka cypress with 77703
sidelight and optional P-516 glass.
Privacy Rating 5.

NOOTKA CYPRESS
10-year warranty
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RP 1-7/16” INNERBOND® DOUBLE HIP-RAISED PANEL
FP 3/4” FLAT PANEL

77943 FP
Shown in sapele mahogany with
77843 sidelight and optional
shaker sticking

77501 RP
Shown in sapele mahogany with
77801 sidelight

77504 FP

77598 FP

Shown in Douglas fir with
77802 sidelight

Shown in Douglas fir with 77599
sidelight and optional shaker sticking

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

ANY
SIZE

ANY
GLASS

#

PRIVACY
RATING

FLAT
PANEL

RAISED
PANEL

77512
Shown in nootka cypress with raised panel
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TEST DRIVE YOUR DOOR

simpsondoor.com/testdrive

77082

77002

Shown in Douglas fir with
77701 sidelight

Shown in sapele mahogany

77512 FP

Shown in nootka cypress

Shown in sapele mahogany with
77804 sidelight and optional
shaker sticking

77103

77105

77122

77015

Shown in Douglas fir with
optional shaker sticking

Shown in nootka
cypress with optional
shaker sticking

Shown in sapele mahogy with
77701 sidelight

Shown in Douglas fir with 77705 sidelight
and optional shaker sticking and glue chip
glass. Privacy Rating 6.

ANY DOOR. ANY GLASS.

Shown with optional Glue Chip Glass

77508 FP
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EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DOORMAGINATION
TEST DRIVE A DOOR
GLASS TASTE TEST
WOOD SELECTOR

77010

77944

Shown in Douglas fir

Shown in sapele mahogany with raised panels
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simpsondoor.com/testdrive

TEST DRIVE YOUR DOOR

MASTERMARK
COLLECTION

®

Life is filled with amazing experiences that
leave a lasting mark. And, there are certain
decisions you can make for your home
that will turn it into a one-of-a-kind living
space. Choosing a door from our signature
Mastermark Collection will do just that.
These masterful, quality doors will distinctly
elevate your home. All Mastermark doors
come with UltraBlock Technology, which
means a 5-year warranty and assures that your
door makes a statement for years to come.

PILLAR POINT®

TERRACE RIDGE®

6903* door, 6190* (left) and 6191* (right)
sidelights shown in maple with black caming
and optional shaker sticking. Privacy Rating 7.

6422 door, 6423 sidelight with
black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

simpsondoor.com/tastetest

YOUR DOOR. YOUR GLASS.

®

®

VIEW ENTIRE MASTERMARK COLLECTION

simpsondoor.com/mastermark

PAMPLONA®

COASTAL SURF®

6420* door, 6421* sidelight with
black caming. Privacy Rating 8.

6901* (left), 6902* (right) door with black
caming. Privacy Rating 9.

UltraBlock® included.

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):
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ANY
WOOD

ANY
SIZE

CAMING
CHOICES

#

PRIVACY
RATING

WATER
BARRIER®

ULTRA
BLOCK®
*As viewed from exterior of home.

LOMBARD®
4914 door (left), 4915 door (right)

LOMBARD® SUNSET
4985 (left), 4986 (right) doors shown in cherry
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simpsondoor.com/tastetest

YOUR DOOR. YOUR GLASS.

EMPRESS® ALEXANDRA

QUEEN ANNE®

LAREDO I

SANTA FE

4302 door, 4322 sidelights with black
caming. Privacy Rating 7.

4608 door, 4609 sidelights shown in cherry
with black caming. Privacy Rating 7.

6494 door, 6497 sidelight.
Privacy Rating 3.

6470 door, 6471 sidelight shown in
knotty alder. Privacy Rating 3.

FULL BLOOM®
4612* door, 4613* (left) and 4614* (right)
sidelights, 4778* transom with black
caming. Privacy Rating 6.
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CHATEAU MICHELLE
4583 door, 4586 sidelights with black
caming. Privacy Rating 4.

STRATFORD
ABBEY™
4073 door shown in
sapele mahogany

STRATFORD®
4570 door, 4575 sidelights, 4775
transom with black caming. Privacy
Rating 7.
*As viewed from exterior of home.

BELLAIRE®

CATALINA I

7598 door, 7599 sidelights with
beveled glass

7592 door, 7593 sidelights with
beveled glass

COLONIAL VIII

DESIGNER 9 DRESDEN

TUDOR II

3010 door

4155 door, 4052 sidelight with
black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

4041 door with operable
speaking port

VENETIA®
6424 door, 6425 sidelights (8’0”), 4733
transom, shown in Douglas fir
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ARTIST
COLLECTION

®

Art is the concrete representation of our
imagination. It’s about bringing dreams
to life. This is the inspiration behind our
one-of-a-kind doors. The Simpson Artist
Collection is an anthology of unique,
limited edition door designs by select artists.
Simpson partners with the artist to bring
“commissioned art to the masses.” Our
Artist Collection doors are for America’s
most discriminating homeowners.
®

VIEW ENTIRE ARTIST COLLECTION

simpsondoor.com/artist
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4974
Shown in Douglas fir with optional rooftop glass

JAMES L. CUTLER
ARCHITECT

4972
Shown in sapele mahogany with 4973 sidelights

James Cutler, founding partner of Cutler
Anderson Architects (1977 to present)
has been known for his environmental
and emotional sensitivity to place,
institution, program, climate and
cultural circumstance. This expertise
lead him to design this exquisite
collection of doors for Simpson.
For more information about Mr. Cutler,
please visit cutler-anderson.com

4974
Shown in Douglas fir with optional rooftop
glass. Privacy Rating 8.

4975

4976

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

ANY
WOOD

ANY
SIZE

ANY
GLASS

#

PRIVACY
RATING

4975
Shown in Douglas fir
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CRAFTSMAN
COLLECTION
Fine craftsmanship has been a
cornerstone of American architecture for
generations. This foundation of quality
and attention to detail made this country
great. Simpson’s commitment to building
the best doors is as strong today as it
was when we began over 100 years ago.
Our Craftsman Collection allows you to
capture the essence of this fine tradition,
while making a statement that distinctly
reflects your lifestyle. The difference is
in the details. All Craftsman doors come
standard with UltraBlock Technology
and a 5-year warranty.
®

VIEW ENTIRE CRAFTSMAN COLLECTION

simpsondoor.com/craftsman
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SOLANO® III
6881 door, 6171 sidelight, 9541 dentil shelf, shown in Douglas fir

TEST DRIVE YOUR DOOR

simpsondoor.com/testdrive

CORTEZ™ III

VALENCIA™ II

6872 door with 6172 sidelights and
6784 transom with silver caming.
Privacy Rating 5.

6843 door with optional angled mutt,
6171 sidelights, 6787 transom, and
9541 dentil shelf with black caming.
Privacy Rating 5.

simpsondoor.com/tastetest

YOUR DOOR. YOUR GLASS.

HOLBROOK™ II
6821 door, 6784
transom, shown in sapele
mahogany with silver
caming. Privacy Rating 5.

SOLANO® III

TORRANCE® I

AVONDALE® I

TALCOTT™ III

6881 door, 6174 sidelight, 6787 transom, 9541 dentil shelf
with black caming and optional shaker sticking. Privacy
Rating 5.

6833 door, 6173 sidelight, 9541
and 9510 dentil shelves with
silver caming. Privacy Rating 5.

6852 door, 6174 sidelights, 9540
dentil shelf with black caming. Privacy
Rating 5.

6942 door, 6177 sidelight
with black caming. Privacy
Rating 6.
UltraBlock® included.

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

ANY
WOOD

ANY
SIZE

ANY
GLASS

#

PRIVACY
RATING

WATER
BARRIER®

ULTRA
BLOCK®
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simpsondoor.com/waterbarrier

WATERBARRIER® TECHNOLOGY

RAVENNA™ I

PALOMAR™ II

CALIFORNIA POPPY® II

SCOTTSDALE CACTUS® III

6801

6921 door with optional arched rail,
6177 sidelight, 6789 transom with
black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

6933 door, 6178 sidelight,
9541 and 9510 dentil
shelves with black caming
and optional shaker sticking.
Privacy Rating 6.

6962 door with optional angled mutt,
6181 (left) and 6184 (right) sidelights,
6781 transom with black caming.
Privacy Rating 8.

6982 door, 6182 (left) and 6185
(right) sidelights, 6782 transom with
black caming. Privacy Rating 7.

with optional angled mutt, 6170
sidelight with clear insulated glazing

DENTIL SHELF OPTIONS

Large tooth | 9541 dentil

Large tooth | 9510 sidelight dentil

Small tooth | 9540 dentil
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NORTHWEST GARDEN® II

FOUR SQUARE® II

6802

6863

6992 door with optional arched rail,
6187 (left) and 6186 (right) sidelights,
6785 transom with black caming.
Privacy Rating 9.

6961* door, 6179* (left) and 6176*
(right) sidelights, 6786* transom with
black caming. Privacy Rating 5.

Shown in hickory with
clear insulated glazing

6175 sidelights, 7751 transom with
clear insulated glazing
*As viewed from exterior of home.

CALIFORNIA POPPY® II
6962 door, 6181 sidelights shown in knotty alder with optional
angeled mutt and custom transom
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BUNGALOW
SERIES
®

If you are looking to add charm and character
to your home, choose the classic look of
this collection. A fine, handcrafted product
never goes out of style. And it almost always
retains its value. This certainly holds true for
our collection of Bungalow Series doors.
Offered with traditional beaded v-groove
panels and divided lite construction, these
doors are perfect for establishing that feeling
of traditional comfort. All Bungalow Series
doors come standard with UltraBlock
Technology and a 5-year warranty.
®

®

VIEW ENTIRE BUNGALOW SERIES

simpsondoor.com/bungalow
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7218
with 9541 dentil shelf (8’0”)

37222 SDL
7222 TDL

37214 SDL
7214 TDL

37213 SDL/7213 TDL sidelight

37215 SDL/7215 TDL sidelight

simpsondoor.com/testdrive

TEST DRIVE YOUR DOOR

37244 SDL
7244 TDL

37218 SDL
7218 TDL
Shown in knotty alder with 37219 SDL/7219 TDL sidelight,
9541 and 9510 dentil shelves

TDL TRUE DIVIDED
LITE CONSTRUCTION
SDL SIMULATED
DIVIDED LITE
CONSTRUCTION

7324

7306
Shown in quarter
sawn red oak

37228 SDL
7228 TDL
Shown in sapele mahogany

UltraBlock® included.

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

ANY
WOOD

ANY
SIZE

ANY
GLASS

#

PRIVACY
RATING

WATER
BARRIER®

ULTRA
BLOCK®
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BUILDER’S
ADVANTAGE
SERIES

®

A leaded glass door from our Builder’s
Advantage Series makes a statement. The
decorative glass and natural characteristics
of wood provide a wealth of charm at
an affordable price. This series delivers
the distinct advantage of never having to
compromise style to stay on budget. As with
all Simpson doors, you can personalize the
door by choosing from any wood species,
as well as a wide selection of intricate glass
panels. All Builder’s Advantage Series doors
come standard with UltraBlock Technology
and a 5-year warranty.
®

®

VIEW ENTIRE BUILDER’S ADVANTAGE SERIES

simpsondoor.com/buildersadvantage
SCARBOROUGH®
36

6316 door, 6347 sidelights, 6746 transom,
shown in sapele mahogany

PORTSMOUTH®

SHELBURNE®

PLYMOUTH®

6542 door with brass
caming. Privacy Rating 6.

6326 door with black
caming. Privacy Rating 7.

simpsondoor.com/tastetest

YOUR DOOR. YOUR GLASS.

6366 door, 6347 sidelights, 6746 transom,
with black caming. Privacy Rating 7.

SCARBOROUGH®
6316 door, 6347 sidelight with black caming and optional
shaker sticking. Privacy Rating 7.

GREENWICH®
6356 door with black caming.
Privacy Rating 7.

EXETER®

TUSCANY®

6574 door with silver
caming. Privacy Rating 6.

6514 door shown in poplar with
silver caming. Privacy Rating 6.
UltraBlock® included.

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

ANY
WOOD

ANY
SIZE

ANY
GLASS

CAMING
CHOICES

#

PRIVACY
RATING

WATER
BARRIER®

ULTRA
BLOCK®
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simpsondoor.com/testdrive

TEST DRIVE YOUR DOOR

SELECTS
SERIES
VENETIA® II

ST. TROPEZ IV

4234 door, 4235 sidelights with black
caming. Privacy Rating 7.

4242 door with brass
caming. Privacy Rating 7.

simpsondoor.com/tastetest

YOUR DOOR. YOUR GLASS.

When you have discerning taste, you put a lot
of thought into the things you select in life.
You strive to capture a smart design, as well as
make smart decisions. Simpson’s Selects Series
is an array of charismatic doors, delivering
great value, highlighted by a range of tasteful
decorative glass configurations. Create a door
that heeds your style, and your sensibility.
Simpson Selects Series doors transform
ordinary openings into attention-grabbing
entryways. All Selects Series doors come
standard with UltraBlock Technology and a
5-year warranty.
®

VIEW ENTIRE SELECTS SERIES

QUEEN ANNE® IV

PORTSMOUTH® IV

4230

4294 door with black
caming. Privacy Rating 7.

4284 door with black
caming. Privacy Rating 7.

Shown in western red cedar
with bullion glass. Privacy
Rating 5.

simpsondoor.com/selects
UltraBlock® included.

DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):
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ANY
WOOD

ANY
SIZE

ANY
GLASS

CAMING
CHOICES

#

PRIVACY
RATING

ULTRA
BLOCK®

EMBARCADERO® II
4272 door with silver caming. Privacy Rating 5.

EMBARCADERO® II
4272 door shown in Douglas fir
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